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Abstract—This thesis tackles the problem of agents that need
to decide which actions to take based on incomplete information,
i.e., assuming that they cannot be fully aware of their context.
In particular, their awareness of the surrounding environment
is based on measurements that can be requested on demand,
and where there is a cost associated both with the measurement
process and with the quality of the decision. For that purpose,
a model called Measurement-based Decisions has been made
to set what is common in use cases with that same problem.
Moreover, a learning agent has been conceptualized to follow
the model, and solve some of the challenges it presents. This
agent, called SenseAct, has a simulative learning phase where it
creates a cost table through dynamic programming and genetic
algorithms, and a real-time decision phase, where it chooses
one of several groups of actions from the cost table through a
probability distribution table. As a proof of concept, it presents
better results, in performance and in quality, than straw men
such as the greedy and the lazy approaches.

Index Terms—Emergency Management, Stochastic Optimiza-
tion, Uncertainty, Reinforcement Learning, Genetic Algorithm,
Dynamic Programming

I. INTRODUCTION

Making decisions that cannot be context-aware without
taking measurements over a given environment presents a
multitude of factors that bring uncertainty over the reliability
of the decisions. For instance, the size of the physical or
virtual space where the measurements are to be taken raises
the question of where to deploy the sensors that will take
the measurements, while the mutability of the environment
over time may decay previous measurements and force their
revalidation through new measurements. Also, the unreliability
of physical sensors, which are sometimes made of complex
electromagnetic components, makes them prone to failure and
external manipulation, so their redundancy should also be
taken into account. All these considerations should be made so
that the cost of not knowing the context is minimized without
making useless measurements since they also involve some
cost.

A valid solution to this problem involves permanent surveil-
lance, where a range of sensors periodically but constantly
broadcasts information to have a strategic overview of the

environment. SURTRAC [1], for instance, extends already
installed signal control with multi-agent planning to reduce
travel times and vehicle emissions. However, in the kind of
deployments we are targetting, the surveillance infrastructure
does not exist, and it is not reasonable to be implemented.
Here’s an example:

A. Adversarial Submarine

An adversarial submarine with a max speed of 1 km per
minute is hidden in the middle of a sea. Since there are
several sensitive areas like military infrastructure which may
be of the interest of the submarine to investigate, ephemeral
sensors are used to estimate its location. In this case, the
sensors that are deployed to the sea are only used to take
a single measurement, and then they are discarded. Through
their measurements, an incident interval is delimited with
positions where the submarine might be. An alert is triggered
if the incident interval intersects with any sensitive area.

For simplicity’s sake, the sea is represented as an uni-
dimensional line, in between kilometers [0..100]. There are
two sensitive areas: a less sensitive area in between kilometers
(45..70), called yellow area; and a more sensitive area in
between kilometers (40..45), called red area. Each sensitive
area has an associated alert, which is an action that is triggered
to protect the area of any threat that is either visible or
suspected to exist within the area. They have a cost over
time while they are active; the yellow area has a cheaper
yellow alert, which costs 50 dollars per minute, while the
red area has a more expensive red alert, costing 1000 dollars
per minute. When both the red alert and the yellow alert are
being triggered, only the cost of the most expensive alert, in
this case, the red alert, is considered.

The measurements from the various sensors can be com-
bined at any given instant, and are also taken into account as
time goes by. On one hand, the incident interval is reduced
by intersecting all measurements into a single multi-interval;
a single type of sensor called cheap sensor is used with an
observational error of 5 kilometers and a cost of 10 dollars per
deployment. On the other hand, it grows because the generated



measurements lose precision at the same rate as the submarine
max speed.

II. MEASUREMENT-BASED DECISIONS

By looking at the submarine example, as well as other
examples from the thesis, we can see that there is some kind of
incident (e.g. submarine, fire or cancer) that moves across an
environment (e.g. sea, building, human/animal body). And, for
lack of visibility, there is uncertainty which involves extra cost,
either because of lack of decision (e.g. letting a building on
flames) or lack of evidence to proceed to a better decision (e.g.
keep on red alert or chemotherapy). To optimize costs, probing
agents (e.g. sea probes, firefighters, tumor marker tests) should
be deployed to measure and possibly contain the incident.

In a more mathematical point of view, we have an incident x
that is contained and moves within a multidimensional interval
I . Inside this I , there are other multidimensional intervals
i1, i2, . . . , in which represent any kind of sensitive area or
entity (e.g. oil platforms, rooms with people or body tissue)
that have an associated cost c1, c2, . . . , cn. Under extreme
uncertainty, the incident may be in any position from I , and
this uncertainty, represented by an interval ix = I , or incident
interval. In this situation, it is assumed the incident is within
the most expensive sensitive area, so its cost is assumed as
well. To avoid that cost, a set of sensors, or batch, can be
deployed and each sensor is placed in a position p1, p2, . . . , po
so that it can detect the incident within a range r1, r2, . . . , ro.
For each measurement y, the resulting measurement is either
my = (py−ry..py +ry), if the incident is within its vicinities,
or its negation intersected with I , otherwise. The intersection
of all measurements gives an updated incident interval which
may be a single interval or a disjunction of intervals.

Fig. 1. Overview of Measurement Process

Each measurement follows the model in 1. Depending
on the cost of the sensor and the measurement that it can
take to check an incident interval, it is decided how many
measurements, which kind of measurements, where to take
measurements and how long before taking new measurements.

The process of measurement can be composed into five
stages:
(a) waiting stage, where the sensor is stored for a given time

until it is deployed;

(b) deployment stage, where the sensor is deployed to a
given position;

(c) placement stage, where the sensor is placed at a given
position;

(d) detection stage, where the sensor detects or not an
incident it its vicinities and broadcasts its information;
this sensor is discarded afterwards;

(e) decaying stage, where the broadcasted information is
bound to the time of detection and loses accuracy over
time;

(f) prediction stage, where the decayed information is used
to predict the progression of the incident and review
which sensors to deploy.

This model was designed in a way that tries to identify the
most relevant aspects and problems by looking at each one of
the stages.

A. Waiting Time

Given the spontaneous nature of the incidents, permanent
surveillance would be wasteful, in particular when its cost is
greater than the incident itself. Conversely, during an incident,
not every area is critical enough to be constantly monitored.
The presence of sensors may influence the incident itself in a
way that can difficult its containment.

For that reason, every deployment is scheduled to be taken
after a waiting time, when the measurement is most useful.

B. Waiting Cost & Deployment Cost

In the short term, there are two factors to take into account
when taking measurements: how much a batch of measurement
cost, and how many decisions will be made based on those
measurements. Cheaper decisions can be taken over more
expensive ones if backed with enough measurements. That
happens because a measurement shows if an incident is
happening in a sensitive area or not. The cost that is generated
by other measurement-based decisions while not deploying
sensors is called a waiting cost.

However, since each measurement also has a cost called
deployment cost, the cost of deploying an entire batch may
surpass the waiting cost. The incident may have already been
caught to be either inside or outside a sensitive area and
sending more sensors would be useless. And, if that is not the
case, then there may exist cheaper batches that can generate
a lower or equal waiting cost.

Checking that the submarine is not in a red area might
prevent the usage of the red alert. However, if the sum of
all the probes is more expensive than the cost of the red alert,
then its deployment is considered a liability.

C. Detection Range

Depending on the sensor mechanism and the surrounding
environment, each type of sensor has its detection range for
a given position. For instance, the sensor may be a complex
electromagnetic device, that may be decalibrated. Another
example can be found in GPS communication, where urban
canyons reduce the accuracy of GPS readings.



Assuming that the placement was precise, which may not
happen outside this thesis, the sensor generates an interval
whose center is the sensor position while in the detection stage.
To narrow down this interval and provide a more granular
analysis, output produced from sensors at different locations
can be compared and intersected.

D. Decaying Speed
Given the progressive nature of an incident, the measure-

ments should follow their growth. This is made by extending
the measurement interval at a speed called decaying speed.
While this keeps the measurement from becoming obsolete,
the precision is reduced over time until it becomes large
enough to be rendered useless. Because of that, sensors may
be placed in the same location at different times.

E. Prediction Distribution
The movement of incidents is continuous; it can hold still,

and also can move sideways, but cannot instantaneously jump
from one position to another. For that reason, having an
incident confined within a set of measurements, it is not
assumed that it always has the same probability of being in
each position.

TABLE I
PMF OF INCIDENT x WHEN TIME t = 0

P (x ∈ (30..31))
100%

TABLE II
PMF OF INCIDENT x WHEN TIME t = 1

P (x ∈ (29..30)) P (x ∈ (30..31)) P (x ∈ (31..32))
≈ 33% ≈ 33% ≈ 33%

TABLE III
PMF OF INCIDENT x WHEN TIME t = 2 (R(i) ≡ P (x ∈ i))

R(28..29) R(29..30) R(30..31) R(31..32) R(32..33)
≈ 11% ≈ 22% ≈ 33% ≈ 22% ≈ 11%

In the example above, an incident was confined in a single
unit interval. So the probability of being in that same space
is 100%, as seen in I. Over time, without taking any other
measurement, the incident interval grows and the probability
in the previous single unit interval is equally distributed among
the adjacent unit intervals. In II, the probabilities are the same
as a single probability was split, but in III, where that does
not happen, the probabilities are different.

Although this example was an idealistic one, since real-
life incidents don’t always have the same probability of
standing still and moving to each side, it’s the only one that
is considered in the following chapters. It also presents a
prediction distribution, where the incident is seen to be in
different places and different probabilities.

This has influence over which measurements to take. In
two similar situations, with the same taken measurements, two
distinct sets of sensors may be deployed.

III. SENSEACT

A few alternatives were considered to optimize
Measurement-based Decisions, but in more limited ways than
SenseAct. An idealistic agent was defined with capabilities
to predict where the incident was taking place and advised
which measurements to take, however, we concluded its
implementation was not doable in real life. Then, we have
listed some simple reflex agents, such as the greedy reflex
agent, which continuously sends probes to pinpoint the
incident, and the lazy reflex agent, which only does that to
avoid higher waiting costs. They do not use any planning or
searching algorithm and all their components can be used
in real-time, however, they do not optimize the overall cost
because they scatter sensors, some of them too expensive to
be useful, without knowing when or where to send them. A
more complex learning agent that uses a Monte Carlo Tree
Search (MCTS) [3] was also defined. Despite being able to
plan where to send probes over a given planning time frame,
the resulting plans are path-dependent and, thus, not able to
be adapted through prediction analysis.

An alternative approach to MCTS has been conceived,
called SenseAct, with decisions that depend on its immediate
consequences, instead of the path in which it was made
or the ending outcome. To do that, we have decided to
conceive an algorithm that makes time-backward simulations
through dynamic programming. In other words, we have a
final moment tFinal, where we consider each interval to have
zero cost and, by successively going back a time unit to the
moment t−n = tFinal − n, we search cost-effective batches
for each interval at t−n based on the cost of the intervals at
t−(n+1).

SenseAct presents a similar architecture as MCTS Learning
Agent. Following the ”general learning agent” model from
”Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach” [2, p. 54-57],
this agent does not rely on a MCTS. Instead, it uses a
GA, which mimics the behavior of natural selection through
reproduction at cellular level [2, p. 126-129], to find the most
fitting batches for a given interval and time. The GA evaluation
method is prepared for this particular case, where several costs
are calculated by accessing values from the cost table that were
previously generated. The GA instances are managed by the
learning element to reduce computation resources.

This architecture is explained in the following components:

• Performance Element, which deploys batches in real-time
based on previous measurements.

• critic, which estimates the collateral cost of a batch over
a planning time frame.

• Problem Generator, which searches cost-effective batches
through a best-effort GA.

• Ahead-of-time (AOT) Learning Element, which identifies
common problems to execute fewer GA instances.

• Just-in-time (JIT) Learning Element, which reevaluate
batches in real-time with a naive predictive analysis.



Fig. 2. SenseAct Learning Agent - Component Diagram

A. Performance Element

The performance element follows the model defined by 2 in
real-time. To do that without any computation delay, it consults
a few predefined tables with their respective columns:

• Sensor Table: detection range and deployment cost;
• Area Table: area interval and waiting cost;
• Measurement Table: measurement interval.
• Cost Table: planning time frame, incident interval, cheap-

est batch, cheapest collateral cost and batches.

In a round-robin approach, it repeats a set of instructions,
while keeping track of the number of iterations it has already
done using a counter. The cycle is divided in three groups of
instructions:

• Deploy batch: It starts by looking into already taken
measurements, which are stored in the measurement
table, and fold them with intersections to get a disjunction
of intervals. Each interval of this disjunction is used as a
key, in conjunction with the counter, to select the cheapest
batch from the cost table. The deployment cost of each
sensor is extracted from the sensor table.

• Receive measurements: After deployed, the sensors reply
if they detect an incident within their vicinity or not.
In this thesis, the deployment process is instantaneous,
so the measurements are obtained right after being re-
quested, but it could be obtained after some time. If the
incident is detected, the respective reply is interpreted as
an interval whose size is twice the detection range seen in
the sensor table. Otherwise, it is interpreted as a negation
of the same interval. In both cases, the information is
stored in the measurement table.

• Wait for a time unit: Finally, the performance element
waits a given time unit until repeating the iteration. While
waiting, it recalculates the disjunction of intervals from
the recently updated measurement table and intersects
it with all area intervals from the area table. If the
disjunction intersects with any one of the area intervals,
it uses the intersected area intervals to get their respective
waiting costs from the area table; only the most expensive
is considered. After getting the waiting cost, all intervals

from the measurement table are extended a decaying
speed from their original size.

B. Critic: GA Evaluation Heuristics

The collateral cost of every batch taken at a given time
and circumstance is calculated by an evaluation algorithm.
This method relies on the Performance Element tables since
they will have already predefined values, and it is used by the
JIT Learning Element to select the best-evaluated batch. In a
limited capacity, it is also used by the Problem Generator to
get the fitness of its population of batches.

Fig. 3. SenseAct Critic - Activity Diagram

As described in 3, once they are received by the Critic,
they are used to generate a set of intervals and weights,
which are used to calculate the cost behind deploying them.
The collateral cost is the sum of the three kinds of costs:
Mean Waiting Cost (MWC), Mean Subsequent Collateral Cost
(MSCC), and Batch Deployment Cost (BDC). These costs, are
calculated by the equations below:

∑
D∈M

{
max
i∈D
{max {A(y) | y ∩ i 6= ∅}} ×

∑
i∈D

R(i)

}
(1)

∑
D∈M

{∑
i∈D
{min {C(i± es,∆t + et)} ×R(i)}

}
(2)

These equations depend on the possible answers the batches
than get from the environment. This set of answers M , which
are disjunctions of intervals D, are used to get possible
highest waiting costs and lowest subsequent collateral cost
from the area table A and cost table C, respectively. In case
of the lowest subsequent collateral, in 2, it also depends on a



temporal variable ∆t; both es and et. Each one of this costs is
then weighted by using a probability R(i) ≡ P (x ∈ i), which
is obtained by the following equation, where the PMF is a
probability table from the JIT Learning Element:

P (x ∈ i) =
∑
{PMF (y) | y ∩ i 6= ∅} (3)

C. Problem Generator: GA

Before any external input, SenseAct applies GA’s under
different incident intervals and planning time frame in search
of cheaper batches. Using some batches from a previous search
as feed, the first generation of batches is generated and,
throughout successive cycles, the best-evaluated batches are
selected and mutated into the next population until a stopping
condition is satisfied.

This component depends on the Critic as the evaluation
method to obtain the collateral cost of each batch, which serves
as their fitness value. Here’s how the Problem Generator is
composed.

1) First Generation: This algorithm involves creating chro-
mosomes whose bits represent the decision of deploying a
given kind of sensor at a given location. This generation
depends on the probability of flipping a bit to true, called
generation probability. For each kind of sensor, SenseAct
has a generation probability, and, for each bit that is about to
define, the probability is compared to a random value between
0 and 1. In the end, the method generates a chromosome
with the size of the number of possible locations times the
number of sensor types. This process is repeated until the first
population is generated. Its size is also predetermined as a
parameter.

2) Next Generations: Following the evaluation of the cur-
rent population, each chromosome is bound to a fitness value,
which defines how they are ordered. The fitter they are, the
closer they are to become the first element of the population
and higher the probability of being selected. After being
selected, they only pass through a mutation process before
being added to a new population.

Each parent chromosome is picked up through 4. When
applied to a random value between 0 and 1, the resulting
value ranges from 0 to ∞, with a probability distribution
of 1

rb
, where r is the random value and b is the logarithm

base. Assuming a random value with an equal probability of
becoming any value between 0 and 1, the probability of this
method of returning n is the double of returning n + 1.

min { round(− logb r) + 1,#P } (4)

The selected chromosome is mapped to flip each gene. The
flipping process is bound to a condition of flipping probability
P (flip to b given C), which is defined by 5. The P (flip) is
defined by settings, while the rest of the equation depends
on the number of genes equal to 1. Afterward, the mutated
chromosome is inserted into the child population.


P (flip)×

1+
∑

x∈C

x

#C , b = >

P (flip)×

(
1−

∑
x∈C

x

#C

)
, otherwise

(5)

This process is repeated until the child population reaches
the same size as its parent population.

3) Stopping Condition: The GA repeats the process of
generating and evaluating a population until it checks that the
best-evaluated chromosome has not been replaced for a given
number of consecutive iterations. When the GA produce a
chromosome with zero cost, it becomes useless. When that
happens, the search ends immediately.

D. AOT Learning Element: Dynamic Programming Heuristics

The AOT Learning Element is responsible for filling the
cost table with batches from GA instances without having
to satisfy real-time constraints and performance requirements.
Even so, it also relies on a few heuristics to avoid, reduce and
reuse GA-related computation, respectively: calculate Well-
Known Collateral Costs, aggregate Useful Interval Groups and
aggregate Endpoint Groups.

Since it does not have any customized information about
how a specific incident behaves, it stores more than one batch
from each GA instance into the cost table. Later, during an
incident, each group of batches will be periodically reevaluated
by the other part of the Learning Element: the JIT Learning
Element.

Fig. 4. SenseAct AOT Learning Element - Activity Diagram



1) Well-Known Collateral Costs: Before searching for
batches, a few trivial situations, where the measurements
indicate that the incident is inside an area, are ruled out. There
are three circumstances where sending batches is useless:
incidents in exact locations; incidents within unit intervals;
incident within larger intervals in a reduced area. The collateral
cost in those cases is the sum of the MWC and the MSCC
when SenseAct decides not to send a single batch.

2) Useful Interval Groups: Once all incident intervals with
well-known collateral costs are identified, the remaining in-
cident interval is grouped by batch. By knowing beforehand
which batch is better used to investigate an incident, the usage
GA can be reduced.

During the search of a batch over an incident interval, the
GA always tend to cover some of the area intervals, ignoring
at least one of them. Having that into account, useful intervals
are obtained by negating an area over an incident interval.
By limiting the searches for useful intervals only, the resulted
batches on the respective incident intervals are reused.

3) Endpoint Groups: After getting a set of useful intervals,
the GA computation is further optimized by grouping the
useful intervals by their endpoints. When the batches on a
given useful interval are computed, the same batches are used
as baselines on a useful interval similar to the previous one,
but with a small increment in one of the endpoints.

4) GA-based Batches: With both Useful Interval Groups
and Endpoint Groups identified, the GA’s are managed in a
way that for each endpoint group, each incident interval is
used as a place to send batches in GA.

E. JIT Learning Element: Prediction Heuristics

This learning element completes the cost table provided
by the AOT Learning Element with real-time input. This
component is composed of a prediction phase, where it uses a
PMF, following by a re-evaluation phase, where the Critic is
used against values from the cost table, this time with the PMF
to weight the cost of each measurement combination. The best-
evaluated batches go to their respective cheapest batch field
in the cost table.

In the prediction phase, the PMF is used to predict the pro-
gression of the incident. Being a data structure that completes
the measurement table with probabilities for each interval unit,
it is updated through a probability propagation method, when
waiting for measurements, and a probability cropping method,
when the received measurements restrict the incident interval.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

SenseAct is a library that works in Python [4]. Since
the focus of this thesis was to create a proof-of-concept
framework, the language-related performance was not critical
for its evaluation, namely multi-threading. Conversely, the
expressiveness of the algorithms was important to determine
if the algorithm itself was effective and efficient without the
risk of implementing a different one while translating the
pseudocode into code. Also, the popularity of the language

[5]–[8] was taken into account, since it means that more people
can understand and further develop SenseAct.

It was not used in any particular library that is not a Python
built-in module. On one hand, although any GA-related frame-
work would provide a range of standardized algorithms and
statistic functionality, they would limit the chromosome format
and method interface. On the other hand, their usage would
make SenseAct dependant of any bug, change or support they
could have, make or end respectively.

SenseAct was implemented on Windows 10, using the
official main implementation of Python interpreter for program
execution. Since it was not necessary to communicate with
other different processes, there was neither any other compo-
nent that was used nor any tool to integrate SenseAct with any
external application.

Although without any further implication besides ensuring
that the SenseAct implementation is reliable, some develop-
ment stages were covered. By using an integrated development
environment called PyCharm [9], SenseAct was implemented
using plugins like the profiler [10], for program profiling
and SonarLint [11], to check code quality and consequently
to avoid language-specific pitfalls and bugs. Besides, Python
provides a testing tool called unittest [12]. With this tool,
it was possible to certify that all SenseAct components were
well implemented.

V. EVALUATION

The evaluation process of the AOT Learning Element was
made on a set of five Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS [14] within a cluster.
Each one of them has an Intel®Xeon®Processor E5506 [15],
with eight cores at 2.13GHz, and a RAM of 40GB. With
this, our computation-intensive tests can be made at a steady
pace, to avoid variance caused by factors other than the testing
process and the evaluation environment.

Since the remaining evaluation criteria are not dependant
on performance, their results are taken from a single Windows
10 Home [16] running on an Intel®Core™i5-7200U Processor
[17], with two cores at 2.50GHz, and a RAM of 8GB.

A. AOT Learning Element Performance

This test evaluates the overall performance of SenseAct,
as well as its applicability. A clocking method was placed to
measure the duration of each iteration in the AOT Learning El-
ement main function. Every time an iteration is made, a plan-
ning time frame is considered and its performance is logged
to create the 6, which is seen below. This chart comprises the
results of twenty executions of the AOT Learning Element;
four for each cluster machine and scenario (5 machines times
4 scenarios). In common, all scenarios follow the submarine
example. Three variables were taken into account for each
scenario: the deployment cost, or ”Sensor”; a cheap ”Yellow”
area cost; and a more expensive ”Red” area cost. In the x-axis,
the planning time frame is placed in intervals of 5 minutes,
while, in the y-axis, the performance time is in seconds. The
purpose of this chart is to see how long the cost table is built
for each planning time frame.



Fig. 5. Performance Element Performance - Box and Whisker Chart

Fig. 6. AOT Learning Element Performance - Box and Whisker Chart

As seen in 6, the performance time linearly grows as the
planning time frame time gets higher and its respective portion
of the cost table is inserted. Moreover, the cost of an incident
intervals at a planning time frame propagates to its surrounding
incident intervals at a higher planning time frame. Nonetheless,
the rising speed decreases at two points: between 25 and 30
time unit, and between 55 and 60.

B. Performance Element Real-Time Constraints

For this evaluation, where the SenseAct performance is
tested in real-time, we simulate a situation where each agent
has a routine that repeats every minute of execution time. In
each routine, each agent uses its algorithm to receive any on-
going measurement, so that it can make decisions with the
most updated information. In this case, the decision imple-
mentation is instantaneous, so the only real-time constraint is
to have an algorithm that is faster than a minute.

Like in V-A, the Performance Element has a clocking
method at the beginning and the end of the component method.
This test has also the same four settings 6 has, however, it also
simultaneously considers four agents: greedy reflex agent, lazy
reflex agent, optimal agent and SenseAct. In this case, for each
setting, we have a chart where we compare the performance
of each agent in each routine, in 2000 simulations of 100
routines, which are 100 for each execution in V-A (100 times
20), in a total of 200000 samples (2000 simulations times 100
routines).

As predicted, none of the agents violates any real-time
constraint. As seen in 5, every sample is faster than half a
decisecond (0.05ds). Every statistical metric present in the
charts indicates that most samples reach values lower than a
millisecond. Since the means are also lower than a millisecond,
the outlier samples are not representative. Also, they present
such values most likely because the evaluation environment
was executing other processes in parallel.

C. SenseAct versus Straw Men

The last evaluation sees how different the quality of the
decisions made by SenseAct and this thesis straw men are.
The agents and the settings are the same as in V-B, including



Fig. 7. Performance Elements Overall Cost Quality - Box and Whisker Chart

the samples. In the thesis, this evaluation is divided into three
parts, each one organized in the same settings and agents as
5. The first two parts show the metrics that were used to
evaluate the quality of the agents, while the last one joins
the previous values for an overall evaluation, showing what
happens when SenseAct tries to minimize both the waiting
cost and the deployment cost. Given the limited space of the
extended abstract, only the last part is presented here.

Based on the values that are present in the thesis only,
SenseAct tends to have a higher waiting cost than the re-
maining approaches, in particular when the gap between the
”Sensor”, ”Yellow” and ”Red” costs narrow. However, its
deployment cost is lower than the ones from the greedy and
the lazy approaches.

Through 7, we can see that, in the overall, SenseAct has
better results than the alternative approaches. Despite having
the most valued mean in ”Sensor: 10, Yellow: 50, Red: 1000”,
its quartiles and medians are all lower than the greedy and the
lazy approach. Some of the samples reach values near the
equivalent ones from the optimal approach.

VI. DISCUSSION

By looking at the previous chapter, we have seen that, in
general, SenseAct performs better than simple reflex agents
such as the greedy reflex agent and the lazy reflex agent.
However, some of its means have reached the highest value
in their respective categories, which suggests that although the
bulk of the sample was performing better than their alternative
counterparts, some samples from SenseAct were behaving
much worse. In part, this is because the cost table was built
with few batches in each row, without using any previous
data from the environment in which it should be applied. For

the cost table to be reliable without any input or external-
based heuristic, more batches should have been generated.
Nonetheless, other improvements should be addressed, not
only to produce better results from already-established set-
tings, but also to enhance SenseAct, or at least its architecture
and background, to tackle and solve new challenges and,
eventually, be applied into motivating examples, which may
be larger, more generalized and in larger number by then.

Under the settings already established in this thesis, the
following solutions have been mentioned:

• Other GA’s, to improve SenseAct in general and to tune
it for in particular cases;

• Other Dynamic Programming Heuristic, to optimize the
performance of SenseAct;

• Predictive analytics in learning elements, for context-
aware evaluation of batches.

Although not solved by SenseAct, these characteristics were
also identified and modeled under the context of Measurement-
based Decisions:

• Deployment Time, where sensors may take time to be
deployed;

• Deployment Fault & Placement Fault, where sensors may
not be deployed at the stipulated time;

• Placement Fault, where sensors may not be deployed in
the right place;

• Decaying Fault, where the estimated decay speed may be
lower than the real one;

• Prediction Fault, where the incident progression may not
be predicted in the most adequate way.

• Detection Range with PMF, where sensors may have less
probability of detecting an incident near the range limit;



• Dynamic sensitive areas, where sensitive areas may also
be dynamic; They can react to incident progression, and
vice-versa;

• Byzantine Fault Tolerance in Measurement-based De-
cisions, where wrong measurements may be taken by
damaged or lying sensors.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we have established a model to cover a range
of situations where the degree of uncertainty over the knowl-
edge of an environment is associated with a given cost. This
model covers the process of taking measurements to control
the uncertainty involved. With this, various characterı́stics and
challenges were identified and solved by conceiving an agent
capable of deciding in real-time which measurements to take
to optimize the overall cost. As seen through performance and
quality evaluations, it successfully presents better results than
its counterparts, needing, however, to generate data in advance
to work.

Since the evaluation was focused on few simple cases, and
considering the complexity of building a cost table, SenseAct
only works as a proof of concept. However, in future work,
the current architecture will be enhanced with prediction
analysis, as well as alternative GA and heuristics for a faster
and more context-aware agent. Furthermore, the model and,
consequently, the architecture, will be generalized to include
more complex use cases.
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